Exposure Triangle

Shutter Speed
1/8000th second to many minutes -> correct exposure

●

Cross-section of SLR
1. Lens assembly
2. Mirror in down position
(image visible in viewfinder)
3. Focal-plane shutter
4. Sensor/Film
5. Focusing screen
6. Condensing lens
7. Pentaprism or Pentamirror
8. Eyepiece

Mirror flips out of the way when you click the shutter – why a mirror?
●May not need a mirror – why not?
●
Focal plane shutter – can it REALLY open and close in 1/8000th of a second?
●

Shutter – long exposure

Shutter – short exposure

Shutter
Cross-section of SLR
1. Lens assembly
2. Mirror in down position
(image visible in viewfinder)
3. Focal-plane shutter
4. Sensor/Film
5. Focusing screen
6. Condensing lens
7. Pentaprism or Pentamirror
8. Eyepiece

So if we got rid of the mirror and the focal-plane shutter, what else do we lose?
And how do we see the image!!!!!

Sensor

Sensor
A number of factors affect the sensor's usefulness.
1)How large is each “pixel” site?
2)How sensitive is the “pixel” site?

So the site is like a container with a weighing device
beneath it.
The wider the container, the more it can catch in a given shutter speed.
The more sensitive the device, the smaller the amount it can measure.

Sensor
The wider the container, the more it can catch in a given shutter speed.
●

Sensors are a fixed size. Therefore more pixels -> a smaller container.

●

Typical may be 10 – 20 megapixels in a 22 x 15 mm sized sensor.

●

A megapixel race is self-limiting....
Also, can your lens actually focus light down to a single pixel site?

Sensor
The more sensitive the device, the smaller the amount it can measure.
The sensitivity is a measure of the ISO rating of the sensor.
Changing the ISO for an image is normally done by adjusting the amplifier
gain for the pixel site. You magnify the amount that was collected.

BUT: the more you amplify the amount, the more you amplify any noise associated
with the “pixel” site. So technology comes into it. Low noise sensors.
So ISO ratings for a camera don't really mean anything by themselves. Any camera
can go up to ISO 12,000,000 BUT any noise will also be magnified.......

Sensor
So higher ISO -> better to record in the dark
BUT picks up noise from sensor.
Longer exposure for a dark scene means more accumulated noise
regardless of ISO.
And some pixels get “hot” and contribute to noise. In a dark scene, these
come out as pixels of white or coloured noise. :?(
Many cameras will have the ability to do dark Frame Subtraction:
The scene is photographed, and then the focal plane shutter is closed
and a Dark frame is “taken”. The hot pixels are then subtracted from
the original image!

Sensor
In the past, lower ISO -> better grain in a photo == resolution.
I once did a life size image of myself using BW Agfapan 25 ASA
BUT: resolution is fixed on a camera and lower ISO may give you no
gain. There may be an optimal ISO for your camera. Check.

Notice: we are moving around
the Exposure Triangle.
These things are entwined.

Aperture - f-stop
APERTURE is the name given to the hole in your lens that allows
light to enter the camera.
●

It is defined in terms of ‘f-stops’

●

LARGE aperture = WIDE opening = MORE light getting in, small f-stop number

●

SMALL aperture = NARROW opening = LESS light getting in, large f-stop number

●

●

The SIZE of the aperture controls your DEPTH OF FIELD (DOF).
DOF refers to what’s in focus in front of and behind the subject that
we are focussing on. Sometimes uses the term “circle of confusion”.
Use your DOF preview button!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Aperture
It is obvious that the Aperture controls how much light comes in and
adds to the amount in each “pixel” site. So like the shutter speed, it
will control the exposure. As does the sensitivity of the sensor. So we
have this Triangle of Aperture, Shutter Speed and ISO. We can move
around this triangle, but the combinations for a correct exposure are
FIXED. We cannot get the benefits of all put together. For example:
●

●

High ISO gives us a fast shutter speed so we can reduce the aperture
size BUT we get noisy images.
A wide open aperture lets more light in, but we lose Depth of Field (if
required) and we must use a faster shutter speed, so we cannot blur
action shots (if required).
We must learn how to use the best combinations to give us what we
want. How do we choose?

The modes of your camera
●

Choose APERTURE PRIORITY (A on your dial) when depth of field is
most important in the shot
ie: Landscape requiring small aperture of say f16/f 22 or portrait
with a blurred out background say f4.0 or f5.6

●

Choose SHUTTER PRIORITY (S on your dial) when blurring or freezing
movement is most important to that particular shot.
ie:Action shot, capturing a car speeding past 1/500th of a second or
capturing a waterfall turn you want the water to have that
blurred, dreamlike quality 1/10th of a second.
Remember: you will have chosen an ISO, and with each of these modes
the camera will choose the other setting for correct exposure.

Camera Modes
But Wait! There's more!!!
●

Manual Mode – I don't recommend this to start with.

●

Program Mode – I think this is very useful. Why?
You are learning to take Photographs.
1) You can take OK photographs in program mode.
2) You can see what the camera would choose via the
viewfinder.
3) You can change the Aperture or Shutter Speed and
still get a good picture – you are learning to move
around inside that Exposure Triangle.
4)You can (probably) also deliberately under or over
expose in Program mode to get mood....

The set of Steak knives...
http://www.workshopcameraclub.org.au/Documents/Cam-Sim.php
Or from the “Tech Talk” link on the home page: A Camera Simulator

